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The Publishing
House EDIT Fiume
 Edit (Italian edition) is the

Publishing House of the Italian
National Community in Croatia
and Slovenia;
 The Italian National
Community is represented by
the Italian Union, a unitary,
autonomous, democratic and
pluralistic organisation of
Italians of Croatia and
Slovenia;
 The Italian Union counts 37.000
associates.

La Voce del Popolo
 The daily newspaper „La Voce

del Popolo“ has been
published since 1945;
 is one of the six daily
newspapers in Italian
language that are published
out of Italy;
 It has various inserts and 40
full colour pages of
information.

Various
publications
 The magazine „Panorama“ is a fortnightly

publication with in‐depth analysis on
politics, society, art, culture and youth. It
has been published since 1952;

 „Arcobaleno“ is a monthly magazine for

kids and it has been published since 1948;

 „La Battana“ is a literary quarterly

magazine and it has been published since
1964.

Books
 The EDIT publishes books of

various nature, mainly in
italian.
 It publishesmanuals for
Elementary and Secondary
Italian schools in Croatia and
Slovenia.

Radio and TV Capodistria
Italian Programmes


Radio Capodistria operates within the
frame of the Radio and Television Public
Corporation of Slovenia – RTV Slovenia;



is one of the first bilingual broadcasting
stations in Europe;



on May, 25th 1949, with the name of Radio
Trieste Yugoslav Zone, the programmes
were launched and broadcasted in three
languages: Slovene, Italian and Croatian;



in 1979 the Slovene and Italian
programmes started the broadcasting on
separate frequencies;



Radio Capodistria broadcasts 24h a day.



The Italian programmes of TV Capodistria
started in 1971 for the needs of the INC and
since three decades it has operated within the
frame of the Public Radio and Television
Corporation of Slovenia – RTV Slovenia;



It represents an irreplaceable instrument of
communication, protection of the linguistic
and cultural identity of the Italian Community,
as well as an important regional and
transborder information centre;



It broadcasts 9, 30 hours of programming a day
in Italian language (2 hours of own production)
on channel 27 in cohabitation with the
programmes in Slovene language of TV Koper –
Capodistria



TV Capodistria is broadcasted by the satellite.

Radio Fiume







Radio Fiume (Radio Rijeka) was constituted on
September, 16th 1945.
The radio station broadcasts daily three bullettins (at
10am, 12am, 2pm) and one radio newscast (4pm) in
Italian language.
Born as a bilingual broadcast channel, Radio Fiume
(nowadays a regional center of the Croatian public
radio HRT) endured for a long period of time, a
strong limitation of its Italian language programming
until the restoration of its editorial board (1974).
During its long existence, the Italian editorial board
has gone through very harsh moments .
From the initial almost uninterrupted daily broadcast,
it experienced a remarkable reduction of its
broadcast time as a consequence of well known
politcal happenings.

Radio Pola
 Radio Pola was established on July, 1st

1968 in order to fulfill the needs for
radio‐production information for the
members of the INC.
 The Italian programme has a duration of
40 minutes daily split in three segments;
the topics: home news, international
news, region and activities of the INC.

The Italian Union‘s activity at the European level
 The Italian Union is mainly active in the cultural, educational,

training, publishing, sport, information, theatrical, social,
juridical (for the respect and affirmation of the INC’s rights),
socio‐economic and scientific research fields.

 In the sphere of the EU programmes of crossborder cooperation

(Phare CBC Slovenia‐Italy, Interreg IIIA Italy‐Slovenia 2000‐
2006, Interreg Adriatic and Interreg IIIA Slovenia ‐ Hungary ‐
Croatia 2004‐2006), now IPA Adriatic 2007‐2013 and Programme
for the Crossborder Cooperation Italy‐Slovenia 2007‐2013), the
Italian Union has realized, successfully, both as lead partner and
partner to the projects, more than 30 projects, in the cultural,
educational, training, economic and touristic fields.

S.I.M.P.L.E
Strengthening the Identity of Minority People Leads to Equality








The Italian Union has participated as a partner at the European project S.I.M.P.L.E., financed by the
IPA Adriatic Cross Border Cooperation Programme 2007‐2013, which involved partners from 5
countries of the Adriatic area: Italy, Slovenia, Croatia, Albania and Montenegro.
The Italian Union has realized the guidelines on Minorities and media in the Adriatic countries ‐ a
handbook for foster fair and correct information services, as part of a joint strategy to be
implemented in the Adriatic in order to promote the culture of coexistence, intercultural dialogue
and the values of equality and non‐discrimination. The Guidelines have been translated into six
languages (English, Croatian, Albanian, Italian, Montenegrin and Slovenian).
The Italian Union has organized an awareness campaign against discrimination and intolerance with
the creation of promotional materials (posters, videos, CDs, bags and brochures), in order to raise
awareness on these issues.
The video "What’s the colour of your point of view" against discrimination and intolerance, was
transmitted by the national public Televisions of Slovenia and Croatia. NO to discrimination.mp4
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